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Origami of thick panels
Yan Chen,1 Rui Peng,1 Zhong You2*

Origami patterns, including the rigid origami patterns in which flat inflexible sheets are joined
by creases, are primarily created for zero-thickness sheets. In order to apply them to fold
structures such as roofs, solar panels, and space mirrors, for which thickness cannot be
disregarded, various methods have been suggested. However, they generally involve adding
materials to or offsetting panels away from the idealized sheet without altering the kinematic
model used to simulate folding.We develop a comprehensive kinematic synthesis for rigid
origami of thick panels that differs from the existing kinematic model but is capable of
reproducing motions identical to that of zero-thickness origami.The approach, proven to be
effective for typical origami, can be readily applied to fold real engineering structures.

O
rigami is the art of folding essentially two-
dimensional materials such as paper into
three-dimensional objects. It has recently
gained popularity among scientists and en-
gineers because the technique can be used

to create shape-changing structures. Rigid ori-
gami is a subset of origami that considers rigid
objects connected by hinges. This type of origami
has probably the greatest application potential in
engineering structures (1, 2)—ranging from solar
panels (3), space mirrors, and aircraft wings, to
robots (4)—because most materials used in these
applications are relatively rigid. To date, all ki-
nematicmodeling of rigid origami treats the paper
as having zero thickness. At each vertex where
creases, or fold lines, meet, the origami is consid-
ered as a spherical linkage, where creases act as
revolute joints (R) and the paper bounded by the
creases act as links. A rigid origami pattern is
therefore a combination of many such linkages.
For panels of nonzero thickness, various tech-
niques have been suggested to use the same
kinematic model, which include adding tapered
materials to the plane of zero-thickness (5) or
offsetting panels away from the planes defined
by the adjacent creases (6). The tapered material
technique has been used to fold a thick panel
based on the Miura-ori, whereas the offset one
has been used for folding a square-twist origami
pattern. However, these methods often result in
surfaces that are either not entirely flat or with
voids to allow folding. Two exceptions to this
are the technique introduced by Hoberman to
fold the symmetric Miura-ori (7), and the tech-
nique by De Temmerman for the diamond ori-
gami pattern (8). Not all of the fold lines meet at
a point in either of these methods, and thus, the
vertices no longer exist. This indicates that their
folding cannot be simply treated as the motion

of spherical linkage assemblies. This has led us
to questionwhat a rigorous equivalent kinematic
model of this type of origami should be, and
whether the model can be generalized and ap-
plied so as to create origami for thick materials.
Rigid origami patterns, designed universally

for a zero-thickness sheet, are made from creases
intersecting at vertices. However, these patterns
cannot be directly applied to a panel of nonzero
thickness, given that all of the fold lines cannot be
placed on the same face of the panel because the
subpanels would collide during folding. For this
reason, some fold linesmust be placed on the top
face whereas others must be placed on the bot-
tom face of a panel, forming an assembly in
which the fold lines are neither concurrent nor
intersecting at a vertex. As a result, the kinematic
model of the spherical linkage around each ver-
tex used for a zero-thickness sheet has now been
replaced by a loop of rigid bodies (panels) con-
nected by a set of revolute joints (fold lines) that
are placed a distance apart because of the thick-
ness. Its foldability depends on two conditions:
(i) Each loop of connected rigid bodies must be a
mechanical linkage, and (ii) the assembly of these
linkages retains mobility so that it can be folded.
Most practically used patterns—such as the

Miura-ori, square-twist, diamond, andwaterbomb
patterns—have four, five, or six creases inter-
secting at a vertex, and thus, the corresponding
closed kinematic chains for thick panels, when
foldable, are spatial 4R, 5R, and 6R linkages.
These linkages belong to a specific family of spa-
tial linkages often referred to as the overcon-
strained linkages because the Kutzbach criterion
yields a mobility value of less than one (9). The
existence ofmobility is due to specific geometries
that the linkages possess. In this work, we first
found the kinematically equivalent spatial link-
ages to the single-vertex origami patterns made
from four, five, and six creases, respectively, and
then extended this to multiple vertex patterns by
ensuring that the motion of the assembly of
these linkagesmatches that of the zero-thickness
pattern. Using this approach, origami patterns

can still be designed based on a zero-thickness
rigid sheet, and these patterns can consequently
be synthesized for a thick rigid panel.We assume
that thick panels are rigid with nonzero thick-
ness and that fold lines, equivalent to creases in
zero-thickness paper and revolute joints in link-
ages, can only be placed on the faces of a thick
panel, and no fold lines along the depth of the
panels are permitted.
A partially folded single-vertex four-crease ori-

gami pattern of a zero-thickness rigid sheet is
shown in Fig. 1A. This pattern is the basic ele-
ment in many well-known origami forms, such
as the Miura-ori and the square-twist pattern.
Four creases divide the sheet into four portions,
with sector angles a12, a23, a34, and a41, respective-
ly, and the sum of these angles equals 2p. To be
flat foldable—the folded origami can be pressed
flat eventually—a12 + a34 = a23 + a41 = pmust be
satisfied (10).
The kinematic motion of this origami can be

modeled as a spherical 4R linkage. It has a single
degree of freedom, and the relationship among
four dihedral angles ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, and ϕ4 can be
obtained analytically (11)

tan ϕ2
2

tan ϕ1
2

¼ −
sin a12 − a23

2

sin a12 þ a23
2

;ϕ1 ¼ ϕ3 andϕ2 ¼ ϕ4 ð1Þ

Nowconsider its thick-panel counterpart (Fig. 1B),
in which the panel is partitioned by the same set
of sector angles into four subpanels. Place one fold
line on the top face of subpanels, three on bottom
faces. a12, a23, a34, and a41 are distances between
adjacent fold lines, respectively, which effectively
represent the thicknesses of the subpanels.
Kinematically, this assembly is no longer a

spherical linkage. Itmust be a spatial 4R linkage
if it is capable of motion. The only spatial 4R link-
age is the Bennett linkage, a century-old mecha-
nism in which the axes of revolute joints neither
meet nor are parallel (12). The existence of mo-
bility is due to the special geometry conditions
(13), which are

a12 þ a34 ¼ a23 þ a41 ¼ p ð2Þ

a12 ¼ a34; a23 ¼ a41 ð3Þ
and

a12
a23

¼ sina12
sina23

ð4Þ

Equation 2 matches the flat foldable condition
for a zero-thickness sheet, whereas Eqs. 3 and 4
are conditions governing the placement of fold
lines. The Bennett linkage has a single degree
of freedom. We can prove that the relationships
among the dihedral angles are identical to those
in Eq. 1, except thatϕ1,ϕ2,ϕ3, andϕ4 are replaced
byϕBe

1 ,ϕBe
2 ,ϕBe

3 , andϕBe
4 , respectively. Its motion

is therefore identical to that of the spherical
4R linkage throughout the entire folding pro-
cess (fig. S4). The spherical 4R linkage and this
Bennett linkage are kinematically equivalent as
a result. The folding process of a zero-thickness
rigid origami and its thick-panel counterpart is
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demonstrated in Fig. 1C and movie S1. Both
have four fold lines, with the same sector angles.
The four-crease thick-panel origami can be

readily applied to find the thick-panel equiva-
lence ofmultiple-vertex rigid origami. For example,
the square-twist patternwith rotational symmetry:
First, the Bennett linkage can be applied to each

vertex of the pattern, preserving the sector angle of
each subpanel. We then merge the fold lines that
are shared by two adjacent Bennett linkages. This
is possible because there is rotational symmetry in
the square-twist pattern, leading to the exact same
amount of rotation for the combined fold lines.
The folding process of a zero-thickness rigid panel

and its thick counterpart by using the square-twist
pattern are shown in Fig. 1D, fig. S4, andmovie S1.
Similarly, we can also create a folding scheme

of a thick panel using the Miura-ori, as done by
Hoberman (7).However,Hobermanonly reported
the symmetrical case in which a12 = a23 and a34 =
a41, which is a special case of Eq. 2.
The Bennett linkage requires sector angles to

satisfy Eq. 2 that equates to the condition for flat
foldability. Because the Bennett linkage is the only
known spatial 4R linkage, it can be concluded that
for the four-crease rigid origami, only flat foldable
patterns can have thick-panel equivalents.
The method for devising folding of four-crease

patterns can be extended to the single-vertex five-
crease rigid origami case.Many single-vertex five-
crease origami patterns for a zero-thickness sheet
exist, and here, we consider a particular one that
has been used to make boxes (Fig. 2A). In this
pattern, the creases divide the sheet into five
pieces, with sector angles as in which a51 = a12,
a23 ¼ a45 ¼ p

2, anda34=p–2a12. It canbemodeled
as a spherical 5R linkage. In general, this linkage
has two degrees of freedom, but we restrict its
motion by preserving symmetry—that is, during
folding, by letting the dihedral angles satisfy

ϕ5 ¼ ϕ2 and ϕ4 ¼ ϕ3 ð5Þ
We then consider its nonzero thickness

counterpart (Fig. 2B), in which the thick panel
is apportioned by exactly the same set of sector
angles. The fold lines are then placed either on
top or bottom of the panel surfaces, and the
distances between a pair of neighboring fold
lines are as. It has become a spatial 5R linkage.
There are a number of 5R overconstrained

linkages. The arrangement of the sector angles
makes it possible to be a Myard linkage (14) be-
cause it has the same angle conditions as those
for this particular linkage. In addition, theMyard
linkage requires

a12 ¼ a51; a23 ¼ a45; and a34 ¼ 0 ð6Þ
and

a12
a23

¼ sina12
sina23

ð7Þ

The thick-panel assembly will have one degree
of freedom if the arrangement of fold lines
satisfies Eqs. 6 and 7 because it is now a Myard
linkage. Furthermore, the proof in the supple-
mentary text shows that the motion of this link-
age is identical to that of the spherical 5R linkage
when Eq. 5 is imposed. This folding scheme has
been used to fold a box (Fig. 2C and movie S1).
TheMyard linkage has only one degree of free-

dom, whereas a spherical 5R linkage commonly
has two. It is possible to find a kinematic match
only if one of the degrees of freedom of the latter
is frozen, which is achieved in the above example
by imposing symmetry. The same strategy is used
for the six-crease example discussed next.
One of the typical six-crease origami patterns

is the diamond pattern. The zero-thickness pat-
tern (Fig. 3A) has sector angles a12 = a34 = a45 = a61
and a23 = a56 = p – 2a12. This spherical linkage has
three degrees of freedom in general. However, if

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 24 JULY 2015 • VOL 349 ISSUE 6246 397

Fig. 1. Four-crease single- and multiple-vertex origami. (A) A partially folded single-vertex four-crease
rigid origami for a zero-thickness sheet. Blue solid and red dash lines represent mountain and valley
creases, respectively. as and ϕs are sector and dihedral angles, respectively. (B) The thick-panel counter-
part with the sector angles identical to those in (A), but the fold lines no longer meet at a point (vertex). as
are distances between adjacent fold lines, and ϕBes are dihedral angles. (C) Folding sequence of a model
made of zero-thickness sheet and its thick-panel counterpart.The sector angles for both models are p/6,
p/2, 5p/6, and p/2. (D) Folding sequence of a zero-thickness square-twist origami and its thick-panel
counterpart based on the Bennett linkage. The pattern consists of four identical four-crease vertices
arranged in rotational symmetry. The sector angles for each vertex are the same as those for the single-
vertex model in (C).
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Fig. 2. Five-crease single- and multiple-vertex origami.
(A) A single-vertex five-crease rigid origami pattern for a
zero-thickness sheet. (B) The thick-panel counterpart
with sector angles identical to those in (A), but the fold
lines no longer meet at a point (vertex). (C) Folding se-
quence of a zero-thickness rigid origami with five-crease
vertices and its thick-panel counterpart based on the
Myard linkage. The pattern has six five-crease vertices
arranged in rotational symmetry. The sector angles at
each vertex are p/6, p/2, 2p/3, p/2, and p/6.

Fig. 3.The diamondorigami pattern. (A) A single-vertex
six-crease diamond pattern for a zero-thickness sheet. (B)
The thick-panel counterpart with sector angles identical
to those in (A), but the fold lines no longer meet at a
point (vertex). (C) Folding sequence of a zero-thickness
origami model of the diamond pattern and its thick-
panel counterpart based on the plane-symmetric Bricard
linkage. All the vertices are identical. The sector angles
around each vertex are p/6, 2p/3, p/6, p/6, 2p/3, and p/6.
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we confine its motions to the symmetric case by
letting

ϕ1 ¼ ϕ4 and ϕ2 ¼ ϕ3 ¼ ϕ5 ¼ ϕ6 ð8Þ
it reduces to a linkage with a single degree of
freedom.
The corresponding thick-panel pattern is given

in Fig. 3B, in which all sector angles are iden-
tical to those of the zero-thickness pattern. The
distances between axes of fold lines are marked
in the diagram.
The 6R assembly of Fig. 3B reassembles the

plane-symmetric Bricard linkage (15) with line-
and plane-symmetric behavior. The geometri-
cal conditions of the Bricard linkage for the
distances between neighboring axes of the ro-
tational joints are

a12 ¼ a61; a23 ¼ a56; and a34 ¼ a45 ð9Þ
In addition, to achieve compact folding, there
must be

a12 þ a23 ¼ a34; ð10Þ

which is obvious by considering the completely
packaged configuration.
The kinematic motion of this Bricard linkage

again matches that of the spherical 6R linkage
of the zero-thicknessmodel (fig. S8). This enables
us to make a thick-panel origami arch using the

diamond pattern. The folding sequences of both
zero- and nonzero-thickness models are shown
in Fig. 3C and movie S1. This agrees with results
reported by De Temmerman (8), but a complete
mathematic proof is presented here.
Another typical six-crease origami pattern is

the traditional waterbomb pattern (16), whose
zero-thickness origami pattern is shown in
Fig. 4A. Unlike the diamond pattern, there are
two types of vertices, marked as D and W. D
is a special case of the diamond pattern for
which Eqs. 9 and 10 can be used to syntheses
thick panel origami. W, specific to the water-
bomb pattern, is enlarged in Fig. 4B, in which
the sector angles are

a12 ¼ a61 ¼ p
2

and

a23 ¼ a34 ¼ a45 ¼ a56 ¼ p
4

ð11Þ

For W, we can show that the corresponding
Bricard linkage is a plane-symmetric one inwhich
the thicknesses of subpanels must satisfy

a23 ¼ a56; a34 ¼ a45 ¼ ma23; and

a12 ¼ a61 ¼ ð1þ mÞa23 ð12Þ

in order to achieve compact folding. m is a con-
stant. When m = 1, the motion of this Bricard

linkage is kinematically equivalent to that of the
spherical linkage atW, as shown in Fig. 4C.
Considering the common folds appearing in

both Bricard linkages as we did with the square-
twist pattern describedpreviously, thewaterbomb
pattern for the thick panel can be obtained. The
folding sequence of nonzero thickness model is
shown in Fig. 4D and movie S1.
If m ≠ 1, the motion of the corresponding

Bricard linkage differs from that of the spherical
linkage atW, although both are flat foldable and
can expand flat, which is demonstrated by the
relationship between ϕ1 (ϕBr

1 ) and ϕ2 (ϕBr
2 ) in

fig. S14. This indicates that the thick-panel ori-
gami can be devised by the mechanism theory
alone without referring to its parent rigid ori-
gami pattern.
We have developed a comprehensive kinematic

model for rigid origami of panels with nonzero
thickness. This is done by identifying a spatial
linkage model that is kinematically equivalent to
the rigid origami of a zero-thickness sheet. In
other words, the motion of the spatial linkage
mimics that of the spherical linkage commonly
used to model rigid origami. To achieve this, we
identified a spatial linkage that has the angular
conditions for arrangement of fold lines identical
to that of the spherical linkage and then proved
analytically that theirmotions are precisely alike.
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Fig. 4. Origami using the waterbomb pattern
for zero- and nonzero-thickness panels and
thick-panel origami of a pattern with a mixture
of vertices with four and six creases. (A) The
traditional waterbomb pattern for zero-thickness
sheet.Two types of vertices aremarked asD and
W. (B) Origami pattern around vertex W. (C) Its
thick-panel counterpart. (D) Folding sequence of
the thick-panel waterbomb pattern. Around type
D vertex, the sector angles are p/4, p/2, p/4, p/4,
p/2, and p/4,whereas they are p/2, p/4, p/4, p/4,
p/4, and p/2 around type W vertex. (E) Folding
sequence of a thick-panel origami derived from
anorigami patternwith amixture of both four- and
six-crease vertices. It contains both the Bennett
and Bricard linkages.
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The thick-panel counterparts to four-, five-,
and six-crease vertex origami patterns are over-
constrained spatial linkages. The number of such
linkages is rather limited (17). It is relatively
straightforward for four-crease origami patterns
because only one spatial 4R linkage exists. How-
ever, five- and six-crease single-vertex patterns
commonly comprise two or three degrees of
freedom, whereas their corresponding spatial
overconstrained linkages have only one mobility
degree of freedom. In these cases, equivalence
can only be accomplished through reducing the
degrees of freedom of the former by symmetry or
other means. This may be beneficial for practical
applications because the folding of thick panels
can be more easily controlled owing to their sin-
gle degree of freedom. Moreover, the synthesis
can also be used for origami patterns consisting
of amixture of verticeswith various creases. The
folding sequence of a thick-panel origami based
on a pattern with both four- and six-crease ver-
tices is shown in Fig. 4E and movie S1.
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STRETCHY ELECTRONICS

Hierarchically buckled sheath-core
fibers for superelastic electronics,
sensors, and muscles
Z. F. Liu,1,2,3 S. Fang,1,3* F. A. Moura,1,4 J. N. Ding,2,10 N. Jiang,1,3 J. Di,1 M. Zhang,5

X. Lepró,1 D. S. Galvão,4 C. S. Haines,1 N. Y. Yuan,2,3 S. G. Yin,3,6 D. W. Lee,3

R. Wang,2,3 H. Y. Wang,3,6 W. Lv,2,3 C. Dong,2,3 R. C. Zhang,3,6 M. J. Chen,2,3

Q. Yin,2,3 Y. T. Chong,3 R. Zhang,7,8 X. Wang,8 M. D. Lima,1 R. Ovalle-Robles,9

D. Qian,8 H. Lu,8 R. H. Baughman1,3*

Superelastic conducting fibers with improved properties and functionalities are needed
for diverse applications. Here we report the fabrication of highly stretchable (up to 1320%)
sheath-core conducting fibers created by wrapping carbon nanotube sheets oriented in
the fiber direction on stretched rubber fiber cores. The resulting structure exhibited
distinct short- and long-period sheath buckling that occurred reversibly out of phase
in the axial and belt directions, enabling a resistance change of less than 5% for a
1000% stretch. By including other rubber and carbon nanotube sheath layers, we
demonstrated strain sensors generating an 860% capacitance change and electrically
powered torsional muscles operating reversibly by a coupled tension-to-torsion
actuation mechanism. Using theory, we quantitatively explain the complementary effects
of an increase in muscle length and a large positive Poisson’s ratio on torsional actuation
and electronic properties.

H
ighly elastic electrical conductors are
needed for stretchable electronic circuits,
pacemaker leads, light-emitting displays,
batteries, supercapacitors, and strain sen-
sors (1). For such purposes, conducting

elastomers have been fabricated by incorpo-
rating conducting particles in rubber (2–5) or by
attaching sheets of conducting nanofibers (6–9),
graphene sheets (10, 11), or coiled or serpentine
conductors to a rubber sheet or fiber (12–17). Al-
though reversible strains exceeding 500% have
been demonstrated, the quality factor (Q, the
percent strain divided by the percent resistance
change) has been below three for such large
strains (17–20). Elastomeric conductors with very
low quality factors are useful as strain sensors,
but the other applications noted above would
benefit from the realization of very high qual-
ity factors. The availability of conducting fibers
that can be stretched to great extents without

significantly changing conductivity could enable
the deployment of superelastic fibers as artificial
muscles, electronic interconnects, supercapac-
itors, or light-emitting elements.
We replaced the frequently used laminate

of a carbon nanotube (CNT) sheet wrapped on
a stretched rubber sheet with a multilayer CNT
sheath wrapped on a rubber fiber core (21, 22).
We enabled additional functions by including
other rubber and CNT sheath layers. The con-
ducting sheaths were derived from highly ori-
ented multiwalled CNT aerogel sheets, which
were drawn from CNT forests (21). Three ba-
sic configurations were deployed: NTSm@fiber,
rubber@NTSm@fiber, and NTSn@rubber@
NTSm@fiber. NTSm@fiber denotes m carbon
nanotube sheet (NTS) layers deposited on top
of a rubber fiber core, rubber@NTSm@fiber
is a rubber-coated NTSm@fiber, and NTSn@
rubber@NTSm@fiber indicates an NTSn sheath
(where n is the number of NTS layers) on a
rubber@NTSm@fiber core.
The rubber fiber core was highly stretched

(typically to 1400% strain) during the wrapping
of NTS layers, and the CNT orientation was pa-
rallel to the rubber fiber direction (Fig. 1A). For
the preparation of rubber@NTSm@fibers, the
outermost rubber coating was applied while
the rubber core was fully stretched, whereas
for the preparation of NTSn@rubber@NTSm@
fibers, the thicker rubber layer used as a dielectric
was deposited on an NTSm@fiber that was not
stretched (22). The parallel orientations of CNT
fibers and the rubber core, the substantial strain
applied during sheath wrapping, and the use of
a large m resulted in the observed hierarchical
two-dimensional buckling and corresponding
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